The #1 Cloud-Native
Security Operations Platform
Siemplify Cloud is the industry’s first cloud-native security operations
platform. Reimagined for cloud delivery, Siemplify Cloud enables endusers and MSSPs to hit the ground running and derive value from SOAR
faster than ever before, removing much of the complexity involved in
deploying, maintaining and operating a SOAR platform.

Take Your Security Operations to the
Next Level
Built using cloud-native technologies, Siemplify Cloud makes it easier than ever to secure
hybrid and multi-cloud environments. The platform seamlessly connects to cloud threat
detection technologies, traditional detection tools such as SIEM and EDR as well as any
on-premises tools, effectively bridging the gap between cloud and on-premises security
operations to deliver unified incident response at the speed of cloud.

Get Up and Running with SOAR

Cloud
The same SOAR benefits,
now in the cloud:
Reduce Alert
Overload

Automate
Response Processes

Integrate 200+
Security Tools

Faster than Ever Before
Cloud-delivery of the market-leading security
operations platform means you can focus your time
on improving security operations instead of deploying
and maintaining software. The expansive Siemplify
marketplace includes ready-to-deploy use cases
complete with playbooks, data and tutorials, allowing
you to address threats like phishing or ransomware in
minutes.

Bridge Cloud and On-Premises

Manage and
Measure SOC
Activity

Trusted by the Best
From Fortune 500 firms to global MSSPs,
Siemplify is the secret weapon behind many of
the world’s leading security teams.

Security Operations
Security operations today are increasingly hybrid,
with cloud and on-prem environments presenting
different security challenges and oftentimes utilizing
different technologies for detection and response.
Siemplify securely and easily orchestrates your security
tools wherever they reside. From ingesting alerts to
remediation, Siemplify Cloud empowers security teams
to manage hybrid environments and rapidly respond.

World-Class Security and Compliance
Siemplify Cloud holds up to the highest standards when
it comes to the security, integrity and availability of
your data. From regularly conducted penetration tests
and vulnerability scans to our world class devops team,
Siemplify Cloud gives you the confidence and peace of
mind required for safe and smooth operations.

“Siemplify is the force multiplier that
allows us to be leaner and meaner”
Jovan Scott, SOC Manager

“The grouping and context that
Siemplify provides allow us to see the
complete picture”
Eric Taylor, Americas CTO

“My analysts love Siemplify. It allows
them to automate repetitive tasks
and focus on higher-level work.”
Cameron Rayner, SOC Manager

Cloud

Compare Plans

Packaging Overview
Siemplify Cloud offers a choice for enterprises and MSSP’s of all shapes and sizes - whether you have a world class SOC or no SOC at all. Depending on your
needs we offer purpose-built packages that vary in terms of capabilities, levels of support, and product features.

Essentials

Professional

Enterprise

Service Provider

For smaller security operations
teams looking to automate key
use cases quickly and easily.

For larger security operations
teams with more advanced
security processes and higher
alert volumes.

For enterprise SOCs looking to
manage large scale security operations from end to end.

For MSSPs looking to deliver highmargin, tailored security services
to a diverse and demanding
customer base.

Essentials

Professional

Enterprise

Service Provider

From $2,500 per month

Custom Pricing

Custom Pricing

Custom Pricing

Included Users

2

2

2

2

Maximum Users

5

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Max Alerts (Daily)

500

15,000

Unlimited

Unlimited

10

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Email

8/5

24/7

24/7

Customer Success Manager

Customer Success Manager

Technical Account Manager

Technical Account Manager

Crisis Management

-

Add-on

Business Intelligence

-

Add-on

Muti-Tenancy

-

-

Up to 5 Tenants

Unlimited

Remote Agents

-

-

-

Annual Pricing

Capabilities

Custom Playbooks
Case History

Support
Type
Resources
Training Portal

Product Features
Case Management
Interactive Investigations
Collaboration
Integrations Marketplace
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